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are connected with the prosperity of the island, will, therefore, do all in
his power for its prosperity and the advancement of the coal mines, as one
source of it. The ill chosen site of Sydney, on which he had remonstrated
when it was laid out; how the plan of building a city there failed. The
bad policy of indiscriminate granting of town lots instead of farms.

Col. Cor., C.B., vol. 71, p. 93
Enclosed. Naval officer (Moore) to Mathews. Cannot understand

Miller's plan for levying fees on vessels, but thinks it impracticable. 109
Opinion of Tremain & Stout on the same subject; also opposed to

Miller's plan. 113
Ground plan of Government House. 117

May 6, Mathews to Secretary of State (Portland). The unsatisfactory condition
Sy ney. of the Council; recommends Stout to be appointed. The wretched state

of the courts of law since the suspension of Gibbons. 121
Ma6 Same to King. Miller is still absent; if he does not wish to use the
Sydney. "Nancy " shal dispose of her ; sale of the hull of the "Lady Apsley"

shall be accounted for. Bills suffered by Spiller to be protested, the accounts
and vouchers for which were regularly sent. Has renewed the bills and
sends account of the expenses on the protest. 129

Enclosed. Tremain & Stout, complaining of bills in their favour being
protested. 133

Account sent with letter. 137
Copy of letter f rom Spiller to Macarmick, 4th September, 1792, that the

sanction of the Secretary of State is necessary before he can pay bills drawn
on him. 139

May 19, Miller to Secretary of State (Portland). Proposal to change the method
Halifax. of charging fees on vessels loaded with coal, and calculation showing the

effect of the proposed change. 413

May25, Memorial of Ingram Ball. For the appointment of Chief Justice and
ydney. that he may receive the whole salary since the death of Gibbons, in Novem-

ber, 1794. 409

May31, Secretary of State (Portland) to Mathews. Bills drawn for the "Hope"
Witehall. are paid. Miller is in Halifax on a visit of inquiry ; the work at the mines

in Cape Breton to be carried on as speedily as possible; money on that
account to be paid to Miller, independent of his' salary. The coal fees can-
not be increased ; it becomes a question of reducing, a plan which the good
sense of the officials has already led them to adopt. 41

(Copy in Col. Off., C.B., vol. 1, p. 113, where the date (31st) is supplied.)
une 21, Memorial of William Smith, that he may be appointed to the office of

London. Chief Justice, in which he had acted during the absence of Gibbons.
Col. Cor., C.B., vol. 71, p. 405

une 25, Miller to Secretary of State (Portland). Account of his visit to Cap
Halifax. d'Or, on the Bay of Fundy, and elaborate description. The second object

of his journey was the examination of coal; the appearances at Pictou did
not seem to require attention. 417

Enclosed. Note from the Custom-house at Halifax that no fees are taken
on coal vessels higher than those on the table ; they often take less. 425

Table of fees. 427

5 Minute of Council dated as in margin. Col. Cor., C.., vol. 72, p. 835
Sydney. Mathews to Secretary of State (Portland). Sends returns of vessels
July 7, entered and cleared, also minutes of Council, both for the half year ending
Sydney. 5th July. Col. Cor., C.B., vol. 71, p. 143

Enclosed. Minutes of Council, 12th, 22nd and 25th March and 2 lst
May. 149

Tuily 7, Mathews to Secretary of State (Portland). Has drawn for the salary of
Sydney. Dodds, his private secretary. 159

Enclosed. Receipt. 163
63
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